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Background Experience
I have 3 years of teaching experience specialising in Phonics and 2
years as a Key Stage 1 leader. I have taught across the Key Stage,
spending 3 years in Year 1 and 2 years in Year 2. During my time as a
leader, I have been involved in coaching and mentoring staff within my
home school, as well as working alongside leaders in other settings.
Further to this, I have worked with many students who are training as
future teachers and leaders. I have delivered presentations as well as
modelled lessons to groups of students and teachers.
A fundamental part of system leadership is to be able to judge teaching
and learning
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to provide constructive feedback to staff. During my
time as key stage 1 and phonics lead I have completed many
observations of staff and have had my judgements quality assured by
our school Schools Improvement Officer and head teacher. On all
occasions, my judgements have been deemed accurate and
feedback was purposeful and sensitive to the needs of my colleagues.
I feel one of my strongest attributes is the relationships I build with others
and believe trust and building a rapport are key to having a purposeful
relationship. Listening is an integral part in system leadership and I fully
understand the importance of listening to peers and developing a
purposeful relationship in order to increase performance. I appreciate
change within an organisation can be daunting and I am sensitive
towards this, however with my coaching and mentoring skills I feel I can
support leaders in bringing about change ensuring the best possible
outcomes for all children.
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PHONICS
As a phonics lead I have been involved in supporting reading teachers
across the school. I have made certain that all staff have been kept
updated on the innovative changes within the teaching of phonics. As
many of our reading teachers are LSP’s, I believe it is vital that they are
given the opportunity to train and thus develop their teaching strategies
just as a teacher would do so. With this in mind, I organise and deliver
training sessions to ensure that staff are kept up to date, as well as
developing pedagogical strategies, especially for those new to the
programme and inexperienced with the delivering of phonics sessions.
As a leader, I believe it is essential to consistently monitor the progress
within phonics and ensure that observations and assessments of both
teaching and learning taker place half-termly. Following these, I am
able to see where our strengths and areas for development lie, and can
use this information to formulate an action plan. I have been involved in
modelling lessons and team-teaching with reading teachers who have
needed support with a particular element within the teaching of
phonics. As a result, our Y1 phonics screening results continue to remain
above the national average. Furthermore, following our most recent
development day, it was quoted by our Read Write Inc consultant, “It
was wonderful to be part of such a positive and hard working reading
team who share our passion for reading”.
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